SpaStone

™

Full Surround
Inspired by the architectural stone trend, our Hot Spring®
SpaStone Full Surround offers the beauty of organic materials
combined with the benefits of durability and low maintenance.
• Designed to simulate natural stone
• Hand-applied finish in attractive colors
• Crafted exclusively for select Hot Spring spas

SpaStone

™

Full Surround

The Full Surround is available on the fully featured Vista® and Grandee® spas.
The Custom Cabinet (CC) versions of these spas are specially prepared to
accomodate the SpaStone cabinet. Optional matching steps are also available to
complement the spa.

SpaStone Colors

Earth

Gray

Grandee®-CC

Vista®-CC
This spa features 47 jets, including
the exclusive Moto-Massage® DX
jet that sweeps two warm streams
of water up and down your back.
The Vista includes a comfortable
lounge seat and the BellaFontana®
water feature, and seats six adults.

This spa features 39 jets, including
two exclusive Moto-Massage DX
jets that sweep two warm streams of
water up and down your back. The
Grandee includes the BellaFontana
water feature and provides
barrier-free seating for seven adults.

Optional retractable cover systems
help maintain the cover’s life and
good looks.

Visit your local Hot Spring Dealer to learn more about how a SpaStone Full Surround
on a Vista-CC or Grandee-CC spa can enhance your outdoor living space!

www.hotspring.com
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SpaStone

™

Partial Surround

Enjoy the style of an in-ground spa with the advanced features only a
portable spa can offer. The Hot Spring® SpaStone Partial Surround lets you
create a custom, built-in look that perfectly complements your landscape
environment.
SpaStone is designed to simulate natural stone while providing the benefits
of low-maintenance synthetic materials. It’s available exclusively on select
Hot Spring® spas, renowned for the following benefits:
• Wide variety of jets, including the exclusive Moto-Massage® DX jet
• Smooth, ergonomically designed spa seats
• Water that’s always hot, always ready when you are
• World’s most energy efficient spas

SpaStone

™

Partial Surround

The SpaStone partially recessed surround is a synthetic stone panel that extends
23 inches below the spa shell bartop. The bottom of the SpaStone panel acts
as a shelf that seamlessly meets up with a deck or patio surface, and includes a
convenient full-length step.
The Partial Surround is available on the fully featured Vista® and Grandee®
spas. The Custom Cabinet (CC) versions of these spas are specially prepared to
accomodate the SpaStone cabinet.

Vista®-CC
This spa features 47 jets, including
the exclusive Moto-Massage® DX
jet that sweeps two warm streams
of water up and down your back.
The Vista includes a comfortable
lounge seat and the BellaFontana®
water feature, and seats six adults.

Grandee®-CC
This spa features 39 jets, including
two exclusive Moto-Massage DX
jets that sweep two warm streams of
water up and down your back. The
Grandee includes the BellaFontana
water feature and provides
barrier-free seating for seven adults.

SpaStone Colors

Earth

Gray

Visit your local Hot Spring Dealer to
learn more about how a SpaStone
Partial Surround on a Vista-CC or
Grandee-CC spa can enhance your
outdoor living space!
www.hotspring.com
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